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Motivation – can financial frictions multiply the impact of 
uncertainty shocks



A typical model of investment under uncertainty



Results – Ss bands for investment
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Add financial frictions

External financing cost



Results – investment Ss band with financial costs

Notes: Plotted for median value of Z (tfp) and N (cash)
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Practical motivation view that uncertainty matters



Similar results from numerous business surveys



VIX spiked up during the pandemic and stays high

Source: Altig et al. (2020), “Economic Uncertainty Before and During the COVID-19 Pandemic”



Interestingly UK uncertainty falling less rapidly
Notes: Source Altig et al. (2020). 
Subjective uncertainty measured 
for the growth rate of 4 quarters 
a h e a d  f i r m  l e v e l  s a l e s 
expectations (details in Altig et al. 
2020). US data from the Survey of 
Business Uncertainty conducted 
by the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Atlanta, Stanford University, & the 
Univers i ty  of  Chicago Booth 
S c h o o l  o f  B u s i n e s s 
(https://www.frbatlanta.org/sbu). 
UK data from the Decision Maker 
Panel Survey conducted by the 
Bank of England, Nott ingham 
University & Stanford University 
( s e e  B l o o m  e t  a l .  ( 2 0 1 9 )  & 
www.decisionmakerpanel.com).

Source: Altig, Baker, Barrero, Bloom, Bunn, Davis, Meyer, Mihaylov, Mizen, and Thwaites (2021) “COVID Uncertainty”
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But for some people the best evidence that 
uncertainty is important that….



….Paul Krugman thinks it is not important



What this paper does:

1) Causality: Instruments uncertainty using firm exposures to 
currencies, oil, policy uncertainty and interest rates

2) Modelling: Builds and estimates by SMM a firm model with 
real and financial adjustment costs to quantify impacts
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What this paper finds: empirics

1. Real impact: uncertainty reduces investment, hiring and 
output growth, particularly for financially constrained firms

2. Financial impact: uncertainty cuts debt and equity payouts, 
and increases cash holdings (makes firm more conservative)
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What this paper finds: simulation

1) Amplification: Larger impact of uncertainty
2) Persistence: More persistent output drops
3) Propagation: Spreading impact to financial outcomes
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Related literature – some examples
Real side (investment-under uncertainty) :
• Theory: Bernanke (1983), Caballero and Engel (1994), Dixit 

and Pindyck (1996), Abel and Eberly (1996), Stokey (2015)
• Empirics: Ramey and Ramey (1995), Leahy and Whited 

(1996), Guiso and Parigi (1999), Bloom, Bond and Van 
Reenen (2007), Fernandez-Villaverde, Quintana, Rubio-
Ramirez and Uribe (2011) Stone and Stein (2013), Berger, 
Dew-Becker and Giglio (2017) 

Financial side (debt and equity behavior):
• Macro: Arellano, Bai and Kehoe (2012), Christiano, Motto 

and Rostagno (2014), Gilchrist, Sims and Zakrajsek (2014), 
Alessandri and Mumtaz (2016), Lhuissier and Tripier (2016)

• Finance: Leary and Roberts (2005), Pastor & Veronesi 
(2012), Bolton, Chen & Wang (2013) 16



1) Uncertainty Empirics

2) Finance and Uncertainty Model (SMM)
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Data

Standard Compustat annual data for investment, employment 
and financial metrics. Sample 1967 to 2019.

Uncertainty proxied by realized volatility (of daily stock returns) 
and implied volatility (365 day ahead from Option Metrics)



Use 10 instrument for endogenous uncertainty

Instrument firm year uncertainty by the firm’s exposure to: 

(I) Oil uncertainty (proxying for all energy prices)
(II) Currency uncertainty (7 major currencies defined by US Fed)
(III) Interest rates (10 year treasuries rate)
(IV)Policy uncertainty (Baker, Bloom and Davis 2016)

Similar to a Bartik IV and controlling for 1st moment effects 



Uncertainty exposures to Oil, Currency, Policy, 
and Treasury 

1) Estimate the sensitivity        at the SIC 2-digit level (using 
rolling windows of 10-years of daily data)

where       is the change in instrument c,        is the industry
Intercept

2) Use the composite terms                   as the industry-by-
year instruments for uncertainty for firms, where        is the 
realized volatility of the instrument (e.g. oil price vol)
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1) Generate 10 instrumental variables: industry by year 
sensitivity to oil, currencies, rates and policy uncertainty

2) Run the two stage IV estimation
1st stage: instrument firm volatility with these 10 instruments
2nd stage: regress firm outcomes (e.g. investment) on control 
variables plus the change in instrumented volatility

Include as controls the sensitivity times the first-moment

Estimation strategy and control 1st moment effects



Empirical findings: Investment

Notes: Annual data. All explanatory variables lagged one year. Standard errors clustered by SIC 2-digit. Data 
from 1967-2019, except Implied Volatility (1996-2019) and IV (1997-2019) due to data availability.



Empirics: Employment, Intangible Capital & Sales

Notes: Annual data. All explanatory variables lagged one year. Standard errors clustered by SIC 2-digit. IV data 
from 1997 to 2019 due to data availability on aggregate volatility variables.



Look at impact of uncertainty on firms during periods of low and 
high financial constraints



Regressions: The impact of uncertainty is higher 
when financial constraints are more binding

Note: Constrained on S&P rating is firm have positive debt and no rating following Duchin et al. 2010



Regressions: Similar results using Romer & Romer 
index and other financial shock measures



Implied effect of uncertainty on investment for US 
publicly listed firms

Notes: Plots the average investment rate of all Compustat firms (weighted by tangible fixed assets) using the results from Table 7 
column (2) where the response of firms to investment depends on both their financial constraints (the S&P credit rating) and also the 
credit spread (Moody’s BAA-BBB spread). The response is more negative in 2008 and 2009 as more firms are financially constrained 
(have a lower S&P credit rating) and financial constraints (BAA-AAA spread) is higher.
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1) Uncertainty Empirics

2) Finance and Uncertainty Model (SMM)
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Real and financial adjustment costs dynamic model

1. A large cross section of heterogeneous firms
2. Real (capital and labor) & financial (cash and equity) choices
3. Real and financial adjustment cost

Three types of shocks:
A) Standard “TFP” 1st moment shock - firm level
B) Uncertainty shock (TFP 2nd moment shock) – macro level
C) Financial shock – macro level



Real side (as before)



Financial side (as before)



Estimation overview

• Need to estimate all 18 parameters in the model
– 6 Revenue Function parameters

• production, elasticity, discount, fixed production cost, and depreciation

– 5 “Adjustment Cost” and 1 Cash Holding parameters
• real and financial adjustment costs and return on saving 

– 7 Stochastic Process parameters
• “demand conditions”, uncertainty and financial shock process

• No closed form so use Simulated Method of Moments (SMM)
– In principle could estimate every parameter
– But computational power restricts SMM parameter space

• So (currently) estimate 4 key parameters & predefine the 
remaining 14 from the data and literature



Predetermined parameters



Simulated Method of Moments estimation

• SMM minimizes distance between actual & simulated moments

• Efficient W is inverse of variance-covariance of  (ΨA  - ΨS (Θ)), 
which under model null is inverse VCV of ΨA  (bootstrap estimated)

actual data 
moments

simulated 
moments

weight 
matrix



Simulation procedure

• Run simulation for 3000 firms for 100 years. 

• Use last 50 years of data (150,000 firm-year obs)



Estimating the model by targeting the key IV regression slopes (e.g. 
matches on micro data)

Targeted moments

Estimated parameters



Estimated real & financial adjustment costs



First, macro response to an uncertainty shock



Second, use real+financial adjustment costs and look 
at impact of uncertainty and/or financial shocks



Interaction between uncertainty shocks and 
financing frictions

Notes: We plot the coefficient c of the interaction term of the regression: 
I/Ki,t =a+b*dSigmai,t+c*dSigmai,t*FinC_Dummy+εi,t , 

where dSigmai,t is the uncertainty shock and FinC_Dummy is a dummy variable with 1 for models with 
financial adjustment costs and 0 for the Real-Only model. The x-axis shows different models with 
financing cost as 0.1, 0.2,…and 1.9 multiple of that of the baseline model.
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The amplification effect of financial frictions

Notes: We plot the coefficient c of the interaction term of the regression: 
I/Ki,t =a+b*dSigmai,t+c*dSigmai,t*FinC_Dummy+εi,t , 

where dSigmai,t is the uncertainty shock and FinC_Dummy is a dummy variable with 1 for models 
with financial adjustment costs and 0 for the Real-Only model. 



Conclusions
- Uncertainty shocks affect both real and financial activities in 

our panel data estimation, particularly during recessions

- Theory and data show both financial & real frictions important

- Financial frictions generate bigger and more persistent impact 
of uncertainty shocks

- Ongoing work - General Equilibrium model



Back Up
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Figure 6: Robustness check of the impact of 
uncertainty and financial shocks

Notes: We plot the percent deviations of average output from their values in quarter 0 of the benchmark model with both real and financial 
costs (red-triangle), the model with the no impact of uncertainty on financial cost (Zero lambda, green-up-triangle), the model with constant 
financial cost (magenta-plus), the pseudo-GE model (green-diamond), the model with a different transition matrix of financial shocks (black-
dashed-cross), the model with fixed production cost at 30% (blue-star), the model with return-on-cash as 75% of risk-free rate (black-square), 
the model with debt and equity (blue-dashed-triangle) and the model with the capital share at 1 (black circle). All plots are based on 
simulations of 30,000 firms of 1000-quarter length. We impose a uncertainty shock (left panel) and a combined uncertainty and financial shocks 
(right panel) in the quarter labelled 1, allowing normal evolution of the economy afterwards. 
 



Consistent with the broad macro data

Notes: Investment rate from investment and capital data from BEA 
NIPS tables. Employment seasonally adjusted total private 
employment. Short-term debt, long-term debt, and cash from the 
NIPA Integrated Macroeconomic Accounts Table S.5.q nonfinancial 
corporate business, deflated by the CPI (NIPA table 1.1.4, line 1). Cash 
sum of currency and transferable deposits and time and savings 
deposits. Debt is the sum of short-term debt, which includes open 
market paper and short-term loans, and long-term debt which 
includes bonds and mortgages. Aggregate real dividend from Shiller's 
webpage. Growth rates of variables moving average with a window of 
4 quarters ahead. VIX is the implied volatility of S&P 500. 
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Estimating the model

Targeted moments

Estimated parameters



First, show model generates reasonable regression 
results (e.g. matches on micro data)

Notes: All regressions on 150,000 simulation firm by year draws (including firm and year fixed-
effects). All coefficients significant at the 1% level. Coefficient on lagged uncertainty in simulated 
and real data. 
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US News-based economic policy uncertainty index

Source: “Measuring Economic Policy Uncertainty” by Scott R. Baker, Nicholas Bloom and Steven J. Davis, all data at 
www.policyuncertainty.com. Data normalized to 100 prior to 2010.
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Risk adjust returns using Carhart (1997) four-factor asset pricing 
model



Also consistent with the Finance literature showing slow and lumpy 
financial adjustment

Literature back to Baker & Wurgler (2002), Welch (2004) and Leary & Roberts (2005) 
report that:
 - Debt and equity respond slowly to shocks
 - Most (74%) of quarters firms make no financial adjustments

Argues this is because of financial adjustment costs (we are currently estimating 
adjustment hazards under uncertainty)



Financial conditions controls (e.g. supply of credit)





Economic Policy Uncertainty is Still Elevated



Consistent with anecdotal evidence on the impact 
of uncertainty on finance – e.g. cash hoarding
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Policy uncertainty exposure
Match Federal Registry of Contracts data to Compustat (via D&B)

Generate average industry contracts/revenue (1999 to 2012)

Multiply by Baker, Bloom and Davis (2016) policy uncertainty index

Policy UncertaintyIndustry Fed Contract Share



Results for estimations on restricted models
Real adjustment costs only
• Fit on investment moments is OK
• Too high equity issuance fraction
• No cash holdings

Financial adjustment costs only
• Overall fit is worst
• Investment skewness fit is bad
• Too few equity issuance
• Over-fit cash holdings

No frictions
• Investment skewness fit is bad
• No cash holdings



Cash holding 
discount is 10%

Real and financial adjustment cost estimates identified by:
• skewed investment rates 
• equity issuance fraction
• high cash holding to asset ratio

Baseline model

Moderate fixed 
investment 
adjustment costs

Small low state and 
large high state 
financing costs; big 
impact of uncertainty 
on financing costs



IV results robust to different functional forms in 
measuring firm uncertainty effects



Robust multiplier results: using Chicago Fed 
Indexes for heightened aggregate financial frictions





Why, given apparently high uncertainty, is US 
growth still reasonable?



Three possible explanations

A) Uncertainty does not matter (note: hard in basic models to 
get large and persistent impact of uncertainty shocks)

B) Offsetting positive first moment shocks

C) Good financial conditions so less uncertainty bite: this paper


